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Abstract
The annotation experience we have acquired while participating in the Prague treebanking
projects provides us with a strong evidence to conclude that the linguistic data annotation by
experts is a very intensive and expensive process. No surprise that we care whether we can
get the annotated data in a less demanding process. We focus on an alternative way of annotation to generate the data for natural language processing tasks that either have not been
implemented yet or have been implemented with a performance lower than human performance. To be more speciﬁc, we are interested in ways of annotation gathered mostly under the
terms ’crowdsourcing’ and ’human computation’, i.e. we concentrate on activities that motivate as many non-experts as possible to devote whatever they prefer (eﬀort, time, enthusiasm,
responsibility, etc.) to carry out annotation.
In this paper, we review the notion of crowdsourcing, namely we turn our attention to
crowdsourcing projects that manipulate textual data. As we are delighted with the games with
a purpose, we carry out an implementation of the on-line games with texts. We introduce a
game on coreference, PlayCoref, and games with words and white spaces in the sentence, Shannon Game and Place the Space, in great details. The game rules are designed to be language
independent and the games are playable with both Czech and English texts by default. After
a number of sessions played so far we revise our initial expectations and enthusiasm to design
an attractive annotation game with a document.

1. Introduction
The Prague dependency treebanks1 represent the annotation projects where both
textual and spoken data have been annotated by experts. The annotation framework
1 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pdt.html
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has a solid theoretical background, namely the Functional Generative Description
(FGD, Sgall et al. (1986)), thus the annotation guidelines are coordinated with this
theory. Consequently, the annotators are trained according to the guidelines.
The FGD conceives a language as a system of layers, so the Prague treebanking annotation schemes respect this system in such a way that the data is annotated on three
layers going from the simplest morphological one through the syntactic-analytical
one to the most complex tectogrammatical one. The higher the layer, the higher requirements on the annotator’s qualiﬁcation are expected. While the annotation on
the morphological layer can be performed by secondary school students, the annotation on the tectogrammatical layer can be performed by linguists and carefully trained
students of the philological studies mainly. The quality of the annotated data must
be pursued while formulating the annotation strategy, i.e. criteria to ensure a high
quality annotation must be elaborated and a proper number of annotators must be
selected. Most of the annotation projects are scheduled at least for ﬁve years and the
number of people involved in them varies. In average, up to ten member teams are
established including annotators and technical staﬀ.
Summing up the annotation experience, we conclude that the linguistic data annotation by experts is a labour and time and money consuming process.2 No surprise
that we care whether we can get the annotated data in a less expensive process. At the
same time, we ask Do we really need (more) annotated data? Considering data-driven approaches to address natural language processing tasks, the positive answer is replied
every time the correlation between the performance and the volume of data needed
is evaluated.
In this paper, we focus on an alternative way of annotation to provide the data for
NLP tasks that either have not been implemented yet or have been implemented with
a performance lower than human performance. To be more speciﬁc, we are interested
in ways of annotation gathered mostly under the terms ’crowdsourcing’ and ’human
computation’. One can encounter many other synonyms but we will use these two
terms throughout the paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we brieﬂy introduce the notion of
crowdsourcing. As we are immersed in the textual data annotation, we turn our special attention to the crowdsourcing projects with texts. At this point, we are very close
to the topic of the paper (Wang et al., 2010) discussing the phenomenon of crowdsourcing in NLP for the ﬁrst time, at least to our knowledge. We will summarize it
and add our points of view. We are delighted with the games with a purpose so much
that we conceive them as a possible way of textual data annotation. We have proposed
and implemented a number of games that are described in detail in Section 3. We conclude with Section 4.
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2. Crowdsourcing/Human computation
The online encyclopedia Wikipedia3 is an exemplary crowdsourcing/human computation system so we list its deﬁnition of crowdsourcing and human computation:
• Crowdsourcing is the act of outsourcing tasks, traditionally performed by an
employee or contractor, to an undeﬁned, large group of people or community
(a ”crowd”), through an open call.
• Human-based computation is a computer science technique in which a computational process performs its function by outsourcing certain steps to humans.
This approach uses diﬀerences in abilities and alternative costs between humans
and computer agents to achieve symbiotic human-computer interaction.
We interpret the distinction between these two terms as follows: the human computation (HC) is the qualiﬁcation of crowdsourcing to computer-based issues. It is
not our intention to discuss the deﬁnitions in details. Instead, we refer to a number of
more profound resources, like (Crowdsourcing.org, 2011), (Doan et al., 2011), (Ipeirotis and Paritosh, 2011).
The human computation systems can be classiﬁed along many dimensions, see e.g.
(Quinn and Bederson, 2009), (Yuen et al., 2009). Here, we highlight two of them:
1. The nature of collaboration. We are mainly interested in the classes of Games With
A Purpose (GWAP), Highly Intelligence Tasks (HITs) hosted by Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and Wisdom of the Crowds (WotC) systems. The nature of collaboration closely relates to the motivation to collaborate. The three mentioned
classes exemplify motivation by fun, proﬁt and enthusiasm to share knowledge,
respectively.
2. The input data type. The users absorb the information provided by the input data
through diﬀerent activities like observing the picture, watching the video, listening to music, reading the web page, etc. Each of these activities takes some
time the amount of which strongly depends on the input data type. For example, image content understanding takes much less time than understanding of
paragraph content.
As long as we search for an alternative way of textual data annotation, we review
HC systems that manipulate with the textual data, i.e. either individual words, sentences, paragraphs or even whole documents. We list GWAPs ﬁrst, then HITs and
ﬁnally WotC.
• Jinx, a two player game, (Seemakurty et al., 2010), shows the players a context,
usually a sentence, with an underlined word. The players enter synonyms for
the underlined word and attempt to match each other. The output synonym
sets are tested against the WordNet (Miller, 1995) and the game data presents a
valuable data for a task of word sense disambiguation.
3 http://www.wikipedia.org/
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• Onto Games, (Siorpaes and Simperl, 2010), create a semantic content. Articles
from Wikipedia are presented during the sessions and players answer the pregenerated questions concerning the onthology concepts.
• PackPlay, (Green et al., 2010), is a game framework consisting of the Entity Discovery game and Named That Entity game. The players are asked to annotate
named entities in the sentences.
• Page Hunt, a single-player game, (Ma et al., 2009), shows the player a random
web page (its contents, not its web address) and the player is supposed to ask
such a query that brings a given page in the top N results on a search engine.
The queries from the winning trials can be used as terms in a task of query
alternation.
• Phrase Detectives, a single-player game (Chamberlain et al., 2008), traces a relationship between words and phrases in a short text, namely the relationship
of coreference. We present details of the game description in Section 3.1.
• Verbosity, a two-player game, (von Ahn et al., 2007), generates common sense
facts so that one player gets a secret word and provides the hints in a form of
sentence templates to the second player that guesses the secret word.
• Amazon’s Mechanical Turk is an online job market hosting so-called highly intelligence tasks (HITs). Browsing the HITs with textual data, we meet mostly
machine translation tasks, tasks like ’write a sentence with a given phrase’ or
’write a summary of an article’. (Snow et al., 2008) investigated HITs on affect recognition, word similarity, recognizing textual entailment, event temporal ordering, and word sense disambiguation. They showed high agreement
between Mechanical Turk non-expert annotations and existing gold standard
labels provided by expert labelers. Similarly, a study by (Kittur et al., 2008)
compares the rating of Wikipedia’s articles assessed by both Mechanical Turkers
and Wikipedia admins. The two experiments they conducted diﬀer in a feature
that enables veriﬁcation how much the Mechanical Turkers are familiar with the
content of what they are rating, i.e. how carefully they are reading the articles.
They conclude that the Mechanical Turk is a promising platform for conducting
various tasks, but special care must be taken in the design of the tasks to avoid
unfair processing, especially if the tasks are subjective or qualitative.
• Wikipedia is a freely accessible online encyclopedia that everyone can change.
It represents the only HC system that works with whole documents.
• reCAPTCHA is a system enabling to improve the quality of digitalized books
(von Ahn et al., 2008). It iss designed as an upgrade of CAPTCHA system that
recognizes whether a person (not computer) is responsing. The recognition runs
like a test to rewrite a distorted string of characters exactly. reCAPTCHA submits two character strings, one of them digitally recognized correctly and the
other one unrecognized. A user has to rewrite both strings correctly. The system of reCAPTCHA can be classiﬁed as WotC system with the attribute ’no other
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choice’ since the users simply have to rewrite strings to proceed their further
web activities.
At least to our knowledge, there is no HC system guiding the user to carefully
read a document and do some annotation. This fact and our sympathy to the Games
with A Purpose methodology strongly motivate us to design and implement such a
system.

3. Play the Language Games
We have implemented three games with textual data and published them at
http://www.lgame.cz portal. The subsection (3.1) describes the PlayCoref game –

a game with coreference. It is the only game out of the three that is meant to produce
linguistically valuable data. The subsequent subsections (3.2) and (3.3) describe two
remaining games – Shannon game and Place the Space, respectively. Their primary
purpose is to attract people to this game portal.
We use A Study in Scarlet by Sir Arthur Connan Doyle to present the input data
into the sessions of all three games. The choice has been made for practical reasons,
namely the novel is publicly available and has been translated into many languages;
moreover, a free English audio book exists. The book is not diﬀicult to read and it
is enjoyable. The English version comes from the Guttenberg project4 and the Czech
translation comes from the portal Literární doupě5 . The raw data undertook some
processing that we specify in the Game data preparation sections below.
3.1. PlayCoref
The PlayCoref is a single-player and two-player game with text. During a 5 minute
session, the players read a short text and connect words that co-refer. Their task is to
connect all co-referring words in as many sentences as possible.
Notion of coreference Let us present the terminology we use: a referent is an object referred to in the given text. A referring expression is a lexical representation of a
referent. Coreference occurs when several referring expressions in the text refer to the
same entity (e.g. person, thing, fact). A coreferential pair (link) is marked between subsequent pairs of the referring expressions. A sequence of coreferential pairs referring
to the same entity forms a coreference chain.
In the passage from (Doyle, 1887, 2005), one can read the following coreference
chain: I, I, me, I, me man; another coreference chain someone, Stamford, who, dresser can
be seen there: On the very day that I had come to this conclusion I was standing at the
4 http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/244
5 http://ld.johanesville.net/doyle-06-studie-v-sarlatove
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Criterion Bar, when someone tapped me on the shoulder, and turning round. I recognized
young Stamford who had been a dresser under me at Barts. The sight of a friendly face in the
great wilderness of London is a pleasant thing indeed to a lonely man.
Simplicity Our primary goal was to design the game as enjoyable as possible, and
thus to attract the greatest possible number of the Internet users. In order to make the
game attractive, we have simpliﬁed the understanding of coreference so that we do
not burden the players with linguistic deﬁnitions. Instead, the players are encouraged
to follow their language instinct in deciding what corefers in the text.
The coreferential links are undirected and we restrict the part-of-speech classes
of coreferential pair members only to coreference-relevant classes, for details see below 3.1 and (Hladká et al., 2009b); words of coreference-irrelevant part of speech
classes are locked. A simple algorithm for the detection of a few types of the closest
multi-word expressions is applied. Thus, for example, Sherlock Holmes is presented to
the players as a single annotation unit.
The game The game starts with several ﬁrst sentences of the document displayed in
the players’ sentence window – see Figure 1. Unlocked words, i.e. potential members
of coreferential pairs, are emphasized (here in black, e.g. I, Sherlock Holmes, landlady,
my…), while the locked words (e.g. good or usual) are displayed in gray.

Figure 1. The PlayCoref game starts.
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The players mark coreferential pairs as undirected links in the Adding mode simply
by clicking on dots placed before the active words – see Figure 2 where the player has
already created ﬁve links. Afterwards, he clicks the button Next, another sentence
appears and the player adds more links. Links can be deleted in a similar way after
switching to the Deleting mode.

Figure 2. PlayCoref session: Adding links.

Whenever the player ﬁnishes pairing words in a visible part of the document (visible to him), he asks for the next sentence of the document by clicking the Next button. The sentence appears at the bottom of his sentence window, the ﬁrst word of
the added sentence is highlighted so that it can be recognized immediately. In this
manner, the session goes on until the end of the session time (5 minutes) or until the
player (both the players in the two-player version of the game) reaches the end of the
document (no more sentences are oﬀered and the button Next becomes inactive) and
he decides to ﬁnish the session by clicking the Finish button.
During the session, the player has information about the remaining time, the number of his and the opponent’s displayed sentences and the number of his and the opponent’s created pairs. Revealing more information about the opponent’s actions would
aﬀect the independency of the players’ decisions. Especially, no running score is being presented during the game. Otherwise, the players might adjust their decisions
according to the changes in the score, which is undesirable. See our elaboration on the
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interactivity issues in (Hladká et al., 2009a). In the single-player version, naturally, no
information about the opponent is available.
Figure 3 shows a possible situation of the game closely before its end. The player
has already asked for several more sentences, so they do not ﬁt into the window –
the text can be scrolled up and down using the arrows on the right side or the mouse
wheel. Deleting mode is active.

Figure 3. PlayCoref session closesly before its end. Deleting mode is active.

At the end of the session – see Figure 4, the result of the game is displayed. It
contains information about the player: his ﬁnal numbers of links, and, of course, his
score (the scoring function is described below). In the two-player version, results for
both the players are displayed.

Game data preparation In principle, any document can be used in the game, but
the following processing steps are necessary.

Tagging The morphological tagging, usually preceded by tokenization, is required to recognize part-of-speech classes and sub-part-of-speech categories (if needed),
12
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Figure 4. A result of the single-player version of PlayCoref.

in order to lock/unlock individual words for the game. For most languages, tagging
is a well solved problem (e.g. for Czech the MORČE tagger6 , for English TnT tagger7 ).
Word locking Words of coreference-relevant POS classes are allowed to become
parts of coreferential links marked between individual words or short named entities
only. Coreferential pairs that link larger text parts (like several sentences) are disregarded since their marking would be too complex for the players.
We specify the coreference-irrelevant POS classes ﬁrst. Then the particular words
get locked and they are graphically distinguished, so that the players will not consider them at all during the sessions. For English, we work with the PennTreebank
tagset (Marcus et al., 1993) and we lock words that are assigned with one of the following POS tags: DT (determiner), IN (preposition or subordinating conjunction), TO
(to), RB (adverb), RP (particle), JJ (adjective). For Czech positional tag system (Zeman
et al., 2005), Table 3.1 shows a list of locked sub-part-of-speech classes of pronouns.
Some other POS classes get locked as well: A (adjective), C (numeral), D (adverb), I
(interjection), R (preposition), T (particle), and Z (punctuation). So only nouns, selected pronouns, conjunctions and verbs are available for linking in the sessions with
Czech texts.
6 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/morce
7 http://www.coli.uni-saarland.de/~thorsten/tnt/
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Locked pronouns: subPOS and its description
Demonstrative (”ten”, ”onen”, ..., lit. ”this”, ”that”, ”that”, ...
”over there”, ... )
Relative ”což” (corresponding to English which in subordinate
clauses referring to a part of the preceding text)
Indeﬁnite ”všechen”, ”sám” (lit. ”all”, ”alone”)
”svůj”, ”nesvůj”, ”tentam” alone (lit. ”own self”, ”not-in-mood”,
”gone”)
Relative/interrogative ”co”, ”copak”, ”cožpak” (lit. ”what”,
”isn’t-it-true-that”)
Negative (”nic”, ”nikdo”, ”nijaký”, ”žádný”, ..., lit. ”nothing”,
”nobody”, ”not-worth-mentioning”, ”no”/”none”)
Relative/interrogative ”co” as an enclitic (after a preposition)
(”oč”, ”nač”, ”zač”, lit. ”about what”, ”on”/”onto” ”what”, ”after”/”for what”)
Indeﬁnite (”nějaký”, ”některý”, ”číkoli”, ”cosi”, ..., lit. ”some”,
”some”, ”anybody’s”, ”something”)

Table 1. List of pronoun sub-POS classes in the Czech positional tag system locked in PlayCoref.

Automatic and manual coreference annotation For calculating the players’ score
(see below), some approximation of the correct solution is needed. If an automatic
procedure for coreference resolution (ACR) is available for a language, it can be used.
In our experience, however, all available ACR algorithms (both for English and Czech)
perform very poorly8 and cannot be used as a reasonable basis for the scoring function. Until another satisfactory way is found, we present to the game sessions data
that is manually annotated, which is a suﬀicient solution for the initial experiments
with the game.
A raw text format of Doyle’s novel was processed by a sequence of tools performing sentence segmentation, tokenization, morphological analysis, tagging, syntactical
parsing and semantic parsing, using modules from the TectoMT system (Žabokrtský
et al., 2008), and for Czech also the tool-chain from the CAC 2.0 CD-ROM (Hladká
et al., 2008). Then two annotators trained for the coreference annotation 9 annotated
8 For English, we tried Reconcile (Stoyanov et al., 2010), OpenNLP (http://opennlp.sourceforge.net/
models.html), GuiTAR (http://cswww.essex.ac.uk/Research/nle/GuiTAR/gtarNew.html), and BART

(Versley et al., 2008); some of the tools did not work at all, the others performed very poorly, especially
on the text with dialogues. For Czech, there are almost no tools for ACR. The only one we know, (Novák,
2010) performs very poorly as well.
9 Two students who participate in the project of coreference and bridging anaphora annotation in the
Prague Dependency Treebank (Nedoluzhko et al., 2009)
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coreferential links on the tectogrammatical layer. In English, this does not make much
diﬀerence from the annotation on the surface layer, but in Czech, which is a pro-drop
language, some post-processing had to be done. On the tectogrammatical layer in
Czech, omitted pronouns are reconstructed and they naturally become parts of coreferential links/chains. As PlayCoref works on the surface layer, omitted pronouns
have to be removed from the coreferential chains.
Figure 5 shows an example of a coreferential chain from which a reconstructed
pronoun (omitted on the surface) needs to be removed during the transformation of
the coreference annotation to the surface form of the text. It is an automatically parsed
sentence (actually, two sentences incorrectly parsed as one): „Tak je to správné.“ „Ano,
je, ale přehánět se to nesmí.“, in English literally: “It is right so.” “Yes, [it] is, but it must not
be exaggerated.“ The three pronouns it form a coreferential chain, however the middle
one is omitted in the surface form of the Czech sentence. It has to be removed from
the coreferential chain. Thus, a new coreferenctial link is created between the two
remaining pronouns.

Figure 5. A reconstructed pronoun to be removed from a coreferential chain. In Czech,
the two pronouns ”ten” are connected via the reconstructed pronoun (marked with
#PersPron and ACT). During the transformation of the coreference annotation to the
surface, a direct link between the two pronouns “ten“ is created.

Players’ score We want to obtain a large volume of data and thus we must ﬁrst attract
the players and motivate them to play the game again and again. As a reward for their
eﬀort, we present scoring. We hope that the players’ appetite to win, to confront with
15
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their opponents and to place well in the long-term top scores tables correlate with our
research aims and objectives.
Our goal is to ensure the highest quality of the annotation (see also (Hladká et al.,
2009a)). The scoring function should reﬂect the data quality and thus motivate the
players to produce correct data. The agreement with the manual expert annotation
would be a perfect scoring function. However, the manual annotation is not available
for all languages and above all, it is not our goal to annotate data already annotated.
An automatic coreference resolution procedure with a decent accuracy might serve
as a ﬁrst approximation for the scoring function (but as mentioned before, such procedures are not available). As the procedure makes errors, we need to add another
component. We suppose that most of the players will mark the coreferential pairs
reliably. Then an agreement between the players’ pairs indicates correctness, even if
the pair diﬀers from the output of the automatic coreference resolution procedure.
Therefore, the inter-player agreement becomes the second component of the scoring
function. To motivate the players to ask for more parts of the text (and not only ”tune”
links in the initially displayed sentences), the third component of the scoring function
awards the number of created coreferential links.

Scoring function After the game ends, coreference links are automatically checked
for circles. If there are some, superﬂuous links are removed. Otherwise, the circles
would harm the scoring function.
In the two-player version of the game, the players get scored (see also (Hladká
et al., 2009b)) for their coreferential pairs according to the equation
score(PlayerA ) = λ1 ∗ F(PlayerA , ACR or Manual)
+λ2 ∗ F(PlayerA , PlayerB )
+λ3 ∗ min(12, sntncs)/12,
where F stands for the F − measure = 2∗Precision∗Recall
Precision+Recall . If the manual annotation
is available, we check the player’s annotation against it (i.e. we compute F(PlayerA ,
Manual)). If a decent automatic coreference resolution method were available, we
might check the player’s solution against its output (i.e. we would compute F(PlayerA ,
ACR)); sntncs is the number of sentences used by the player in the game session. We
include the ratio min(12, sntncs)/12 as a motivation parameter to inspire players to
mark pairs in at least 12 sentences. We have selected the threshold of 12 sentences empirically, which is a reasonable number of sentences the players are able to read and
process during the session time. Weights 0 ≤ λ1 , λ2 , λ3 ≤ 1, λ1 , λ2 , λ3 ∈ R (summing
to 1) are set empirically.
16
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Figure 6. Player ’1’ pairs (A,C) – the dotted curve; player ’2’ pairs (A,B) and (B,C) – the solid
lines; player ’3’ pairs (A,B) and (A,C) – the dashed curves. Although players ’1’ and ’2’ do not
agree on the coreferential pairs at all, ’1’ and ’3’ agree only on (A,C) and ’2’ and ’3’ agree only
on (A,B), for the purposes of the coreference chains reconstruction, the players’ agreement is
higher: players ’1’ and ’2’ agree on two members of the coreferential chain: A and C, players ’1’
and ’3’ agree on A and C as well, and players ’2’ and ’3’ achieved agreement even on all three
members: A, B, and C.

In the single-player version of the game, the scoring function is similar – it only
lacks the second member:
score(PlayerA ) = λ1 ∗ F(PlayerA , ACR or Manual)
+λ2 ∗ min(12, sntncs)/12,
During the calculation of the F-measure, the links of the ”annotation” that we
compare to are treated as a transitive relation. This solves the issues depicted and
described in Figure 6. It does not matter whether the player connects the corefering
words as a linear chain or as a star (all to one); also, omitting a word in the chain does
not mean a complete disagreement.
Interactivity Issues The degree of the player-to-player interactivity contributes to
the attractiveness of the game. From the player’s point of view, the more interactivity, the better. For example, knowing both his and the opponent’s running score
would be very stimulating for the mutual competitiveness. From the linguistic point
of view, once any kind of interaction is allowed, statistically pure independency between the players’ decisions is lost. A reasonable trade-oﬀ between the interactivity
and the independency must be achieved. Interactivity that would lead to cheating
and decreasing the quality of the game data must be avoided.
Allowing the players to see their own running score would lead to cheating. The
players might adjust their decisions according to the changes in the score. Another
possible extension of interactivity that would lead to cheating is highlighting words
that the opponent used in the coreferential pairs. The players might then wait for the
opponent’s choice and, again, adjust their decisions accordingly.
Such game data would be strongly biased. However, we still believe that a slight
idea of what the opponent is doing can boost inter-coder agreement and yet avoid
cheating. Revealing the information about the opponent’s number of pairs and the
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number of displayed sentences oﬀers at least a little interactivity, yet it will not harm
the quality of the data.
Comparison with Phrase Detectives At least to our knowledge, there are no other
GWAPs dealing with the relationship among words in a text like PhraseDetectives
and PlayCoref. Let us mention some important diﬀerences between these two games.
The main diﬀerence is in the basic principle of the games: PhraseDetectives game
oﬀers the player a whole paragraph and asks him one speciﬁc question at a time, e.g.
“Are these two words coreferential?”, or “Does this word co-refer with another word
in the previous text? If so, with which one?”. PlayCoref, on the other hand, presents
the text to the player sentence by sentence and asks him to search for all coreferential
relations in it. Table 2 oﬀers a comparison of various features of the games.
PlayCoref
detection of coreference chains
single or two-player game
a document presented sentence
by sentence
one text in several sessions
pairing not restricted to the position in the text
simple instructions
scoring with respect to the automatic coreference resolution and
to the opponent’s pairs
coreferential pairs correction

PhraseDetectives
anaphora resolution
single-player game
a paragraph presented at once
checking the pairs marked in the
previous sessions
the closest antecedent
players training
scoring with respect to the players that played with the same
document before
no corrections allowed

Table 2. PlayCoref vs. PhraseDetectives.

The very ﬁrst sessions played We organized the very ﬁrst PlayCoref competition
as an associated event of the CLARA Course on Treebank Annotation.10 The course
participants were either computational linguistics graduates or research associates. In
10 days, 9 diﬀerent players played 46 sessions that resulted in 945 coreferential pairs
in 451 sentences.
We have measured the agreement between each player and the manual annotation
and between the players. We use a very similar measure technique as in the scoring
10 http://lgame.ms.mff.cuni.cz/lgame/sb/competition.php
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Fchains (%)
75 | 57,9 | 69.5 | 72.1 | 75 | 62.6 | 56.3 |
56.1 | 32.1 | 38.6 | 55.8
54.8 | 78.7 | 75 |81.6 | 79.9 | 72.7 | 55.3 |
68.6 | 68.5 | 56.2 | 58.3 | 46.5 | 75 | 69.1 |
68.2 | 72.5 | 71.9 | 57 | 64.6 | 65.7

Table 3. Most productive players and their performance

function. We calculate Recall, Precision and F-measure using their standard deﬁnitions, directly on the links and on the chains as well. Measuring the agreement between two players, only F-measure is interesting because it is symmetric. We propose
two ways of calculation:
1. We assume individual links as annotation units for both players. We mark the
agreement on links Flinks .
2. We take links of one player and compare them with coreferential chains of the
second player (or the manual annotation). I.e., if one player links nodes A—C,
and the other player links nodes A—B and B—C, there is an agreement on the
link A—C (see Figure 6). Using the ﬁrst measure, it would be disagreement.
This measure, marked Fchains , is the more important one. The same method is
used in the scoring function in the game itself, as described above.
We observe ﬁrst the game data for the players separately. We list statistics for two
most productive players Player1 , Player2 who played a great majority of the game
sessions (11 and 20 out of 46) and we are also interested in whether their performance
was improving with the increasing number of sessions. In Table 3, we list Fchains for
successive sessions starting with the ﬁrst session played. We can see that Player1 ’s
agreement was getting worse within his session series while Player2 ’s agreement was
more or less well balanced. In general, these numbers give a true picture how player
concentration changes over playing time. Mainly, text comprehension in PlayCoref
requires a relatively high concentration.
The average value of Fchains for all competitors is 60% and the minimal and maximal values are 13.5% and 81.6%, respectively. For illustration, we list the corresponding values of Flinks – 55%, 10%, 81.6%.
We analyze the agreement between the manual annotation and the union and intersection of players’ annotations (on the part of the data where the parallel annotations are available). The obvious expectation is that Precision of the intersection will
be higher than Precision of the union, and on the other hand, Recall of the intersection
will be lower than Recall of the union.
In total, 11 double player games were played, which resulted in 455 diﬀerent coreferential pairs linked in 11 diﬀerent documents: 123 pairs were linked by two players
(i.e. they are elements of the intersection) and 332 links were marked by at least one
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player (i.e. they are elements of the union). It is interesting to note that 252 pairs were
linked in the manual annotation of 11 documents.
union
The average values of Pchains
and Runion
chains are 65% and 71%, respectively, and
intersection
intersection
the values of Pchains
and Rchains
are 88% and 43%, respectively. That
conﬁrms the theoretical expectation.
To set an upper bound of the players’ annotation agreement, we measured the
annotation agreement between the two annotators who manually marked the coreference chains during the preparation of the game data. On 110 sentences annotated in
paralell we got Flinks = 94% and Fchains = 95%. The average agreeement of players
who played 11 two-player games is Flinks = 57% and Fchains = 65%.
3.2. Shannon game
Shannon game is a game for one or two players with hidden words in the sentence.
The players guess the words with the help of unhidden words in the sentence.

Figure 7. The Shannon game starts.

The game For each missing word, the player has three attempts (guesses). The
player simply writes a word and pushes the Enter button. If the word is correct,
it becomes green and the player moves to the next missing word. If it is not correct,
the player looses one guess and can start writing another word as his next attempt.
If he guesses incorrectly for three times, the correct word is displayed in red and the
player moves to the next missing word. If all missing words have been (correctly or
three times incorrectly) guessed, the game ends. The player can also end the game
sooner by clicking on the button “End game”.
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At the beginning of the game, the player chooses one of three diﬀiculty levels. The
higher the diﬀiculty, the higher the number of missing words in the sentence: either
2 or 3 or 4 hidden words.

Figure 8. Shortly before the end of the Shannon game.

Game data preparation Any textual data can be used in the game. To pre-process
the data, sentence segmentation and tokenization are needed. Only sentences of certain length and without the punctuation are selected. As proper names are almost
impossible to guess without a broader context, they should not be used as missing
words. Therefore, a procedure for proper names recognition is also needed.

Players’ score We do not use any special formula to compute the players’ score.
Instead, a very straightforward point assignment is applied. For each word being
guessed, the player gets points depending on the number of wrong guesses:
•
•
•
•

40 pts – if the 1st guess is correct
20 pts – if the 2nd guess is correct
10 pts – if the 3rd guess is correct
-10 pts – if no guess is correct

For example, if two words are hidden, the total score of the player can range from
−20 (no word guessed correctly) to 80 (both words guessed correctly at the ﬁrst attempt) points.
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Figure 9. The Shannon game – the players’ score.

3.3. Place the Space
Place the Space is a single-player game of word segmentation. The player is presented with a sentence depicted without spaces between words. His task is to restore
the spaces in a time-limit set up according to the length of the sentence.
The game To place the space, the player clicks on the character that should immediately follow the space. It can be later removed by clicking on the space.
Game data preparation Any textual data can be used in the game and only sentence
segmentation is needed to process the data. To select sentences of a certain length (not
too short and not too long), we also use tokenization and we select sentences according
to the number of tokens. The number of characters would also be a suﬀicient measure.
Players’ score The score ranges from 0 to 100 (both included) counted as the Fmeasure between the correct solution and the player’s solution.
score(Player) = 100 ∗ F(Player, Correct)
where F stands for the F − measure = 2∗Precision∗Recall
Precision+Recall , and (in a standard way),
Precision = (number of correctly guessed positions)/(number of guesses), and Recall
= (number of correctly guessed positions)/(number of correct positions).
As spaces are naturally written in English and Czech texts, for these languages the
game only serves to attract people to the game portal. However, it is a fast-paced and a
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Figure 10. The Place the Space game starts.

very simple game that requires no training. For some languages like Thai or Chinese,
where there are no spaces written between words, the game might produce some
useful data. However, counting the score would require an automatic procedure for
word segmentation; also a comparison to previous solutions by other players could
be used.

4. Conclusion
We pay attention to crowdsourcing projects with the textual data, namely we concentrate on games with a purpose. These textual games present a minority of games
simply because reading a text is not so enjoyable like for example observing pictures.
Notwithstanding this fact, we have designed and implemented the PlayCoref game
on marking coreference in the document. Even more, we have organized the very ﬁrst
PlayCoref competition where totally 46 sessions have been played. We are aware that
such number of sessions is not large enough to make fundamental conclusions. On
the other hand, the competition has encouraged our enthusiasm for PlayCoref game
because the competition statistics make sense and the players enjoyed the game.
We implemented two more games, Shannon game and Place the Space. There is no
speciﬁc natural language processing task to address through these games. We have
designed them mainly to invite the Internet users to our language game portal.
To ﬁnish primary steps with the text games, a number of implementation actions
will be done.
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Figure 11. Place the Space: A player’s solution with one error.

Figure 12. Place the Space: a player’s score, along with the correct solution and an
indication of the error.
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